wilson blind fabrics
Wilson Fabrics

Established in 1926 by Arthur G Wilson and 100% Australian owned.

Part of Australia’s largest textile Group – $150 Million

Iconic Australian brand “WILSON” – trusted and respected for style, quality & reliability

Flexible, adaptable and highly responsive capabilities, fully stocked ranges, backed by local Australian production

Experts and Leaders in the window furnishings Industry

Stockists for replenishment orders.

Wilson Fabrics has over 80 years of experience designing and selling quality window furnishings products including woven, coated and specialty blind and drapery fabrics.

Wilson’s Blind Fabrics and Coated Drapery fabrics are all proudly Made in Australia at one of our affiliated companies; Bruck Textiles.

Bruck Textiles is a world class manufacturer of coated and uncoated window furnishings. The mill is fully vertical, from weaving to dying, finishing and coating.

Wilson Fabrics Mill has an internal textile-testing laboratory is independently accredited by the National Association Testing Authority (NATA) and internal Quality Assurance systems comply with AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000. A highly trained and dedicated quality assurance team continually monitors production output through the mill.

Flame Retardant Fabrics Available

All Blinds fabrics are tested to AS1530.3

Selected ranges available FR to International Standards

Superior PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating

Surpasses standards for blockout

Ultraviolet Protection Factor UPF 50+

Provides “Excellent Protection” from the harmful ultraviolet radiation.

Oeko-Tex Certified

Independent Testing confirms no harmful substances used

Fade Resistant

Wilson Blind Fabrics are stringently tested for colour fastness to light

Stain Resistant

Wilson Blind Fabrics are protected by Teflon fabric protector, which wards off soils, stains and spills without impacting the fabrics weight, look or feel
Energy Savings

Up to 40% of home heating and cooling energy loss occurs via your windows.

Using Wilson Fabrics for blockout blinds can help insulate your home, saving you money in heating and cooling and the energy savings can also assist in reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with energy production.

Wilson's Australian Made Blockout Blind Fabrics are all rated to Ultraviolet Protection Factor UPF 50+ which is the highest rating, providing “Excellent Protection” from the harmful ultraviolet radiation.

UFP testing involves exposing a fabric to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) and measuring how much is transmitted through the sample.

UVA (long wave UV) Transmittance: 0.000
UVB (short wave UV) Transmittance: 0.000
Ultraviolet Protection Factor: >300 (50+)

Wilson's Blockout Blind Fabrics let through 0.000 UVA and UVB rays, making them excellent at protecting against harmful UV radiation.

For more information, visit www.wilsonfabrics.com.au

With the increasing awareness of social well-being and our desire to ensure we are not being subjected to harmful substances, Wilsons have taken the proactive approach to obtaining certification form Oeko-Tex, the internationally recognised label for CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES. This logo signifies that the product has passed rigorous testing implemented by independent testing institutes which confirms that no harmful substances are present and that the fabric poses no risk whatsoever to your health.

Australian Made with superior PITCH BLACK™ coating: which is full blockout that surpasses the Australian standard for blockout.

Wilson Blind Fabrics are made to withstand the harsh Australian conditions. The superior blockout properties block out the heat in summer and keep the heat in during winter saving on heating and cooling bills.

Windows are critical to the overall energy efficiency of a home; as much as 40% of the heat lost from a home is lost from windows and up to 50% of unwanted heat gain is through the windows. *

* Source ABSA (Association of Building Sustainability Accessors)
Flinders

Composition: 75% Polyester / 25% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: 365gsm
Roll Size: 20mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout Only
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
Also available in coordinating coated drapery range - Flinders
Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Available in coordinating Blockout drapery fabric
Concord

Composition: 55% Poly / 25% Cationic Polyester / 20% Cotton
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 160gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: GZ
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
- Oeko-Tex Certified
- PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
- UPF 50+
- Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Boston

Composition: 75% Polyester / 25% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 420gsm, Translucent 165gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 62
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel, Verticals
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
Available cut as verticals in selected colours
Also available in coordinating coated drapery range - Avalon
Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Mercury

Composition: 80% Polyester /20% Cationic Polyester  
Width: 280cm  
GSM: Blockout 365gsm, Translucent 185gsm  
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs  
Colourfastness to Light: 6  
Care Code: 6Z  
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent  
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel, Verticals  
Country of Origin: Australia  
Additional Features:  
Available cut as verticals in selected colours  
Oeko-Tex Certified  
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating  
UPF 50+  
Protected by Teflon fabric protector  

Mercury Colours

www.wilsonfabrics.com.au
Austin

Composition: 50% Polyester / 50% Cationic Polyester

Width: 280cm

GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 170gsm

Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs

Colourfastness to Light: 6

Care Code: 6Z

Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent

Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel, Verticals

Country of Origin: Australia

Additional Features:
Also available in coordinating coated drapery range - Santiago
Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector

Austin Colours
Broome

Composition: 80% Polyester / 20% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel, Verticals
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
Available cut as verticals in selected colours
Also available in coordinating coated drapery range - Broome
Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Tuscany

Composition: 85% Polyester / 15% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 400gsm, Translucent 205gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel, Verticals
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
Available cut as verticals in selected colours
Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Detroit

Composition: 50% Polyester /50% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
- Oeko-Tex Certified
- PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
- UPF 50+
- Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Lava

Composition: 50% Polyester / 50% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
- Oeko-Tex Certified
- PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
- UPF 50+
- Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Arizona

Composition: 50% Polyester /50% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
- Oeko-Tex Certified
- PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
- UPF 50+
- Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Blizzard

Composition: 50% Polyester /50% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features:
- Oeko-Tex Certified
- PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
- UPF 50+
- Protected by Teflon fabric protector
Moma

Composition: 50% Polyester / 50% Cationic Polyester
Width: 280cm
GSM: Blockout 380gsm, Translucent 180gsm
Roll Size: Blockout 20mtrs, Translucent 25mtrs
Colourfastness to Light: 6
Care Code: 6Z
Coating Options in: Blockout & Translucent
Suitable for: Roman, Holland, Panel
Country of Origin: Australia
Additional Features: Oeko-Tex Certified
PITCH BLACK Blockout Coating
UPF 50+
Protected by Teflon fabric protector
On-Line Ordering

- View stock on hand
- Receive roll price for any order of a full piece
- Confirm stock availability on the spot - in your clients home
- Place orders on your phone at your convenience
- Ability to order a specific piece or dye batch
- View ranges and images up close
- Easy to navigate & search
- Full product details and colour range easily visible
- Download and view specifications

Our new mobile website has been designed not just for viewing stock on hand and ordering online, but also as a product database with full specifications and images available at the click of a button!

www.wilsonfabrics.com.au

To view stock on hand, you must be registered for online ordering. To register for online ordering, go to http://www.wilsonfabrics.com.au/OnlineOrdering and follow the instructions.

Please note that online ordering is only available to Wilson customers who hold a credit account. Currently we will not be offering online ordering for cash sales.

To automatically go straight to our website, scan this QR code using a QR reader which is free to download on an iPhone/smartphone.

Check stock on hand and order on your phone!

Wilson has just launched a mobile website designed specifically for smart phones. You can now easily check stock on hand and order on your Apple or Android phone or iPad! Rather than downloading an app, all you have to do is go to our website on your phone!

WWW.WILSONFABRICS.COM.AU